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For over a decade, Zone3 have proven themselves to be leaders 
in the triathlon swim world. But will the new Aeroforce-X fill the 
void in their collection for a top-end tri-suit? We find out...

AEROFORCE
the making of

Z
one3 burst onto these pages in 2009 with a 
9/10 review of their debut Vanquish 
wetsuit. A year later, Andy Blow awarded 
the first iteration of their Aspire wetsuit 

full marks, quotes from which can still be seen 
decorating Aspire suits today. It was a major 
statement of intent from the Guildford brand.

Zone3’s wetsuits and swimskins have become 
hugely popular with age-groupers and have gone 

on to grace some of the swiftest shoulders in all of 
tri, with Brit racing legend Tim Don, ITU star Non 
Stanford and Josh Amberger, currently the fastest 
male swimmer at the Ironman World Champs, all 
wearing their aquatic offerings on the swim leg. 
And yet, given the elite athletes often then bike 
and run in a tri-suit from a different brand (Don 
races in Endura, Amberger in Wattie Ink), it 
highlights just what’s been missing in Zone3’s 
range – a truly top-end tri-suit.

AEROFORCE AWAKENS
It’s mid-March 2020 and the Quinta do Lago 
Campus in Faro, Portugal, sits empty. It was due to 
hold the unveiling of a new Zone3 product in front 
of the world’s multisport media, before Covid-19 

took hold and the best-laid plans were disrupted. 
As is the case in 2020, the new normal became a 
virtual launch, but that shouldn’t detract from the 
instant impression that Zone3 have created 
another landmark to match the Aspire 10 years 
ago. For the new Aeroforce-X tri-suit has filled 
that hole in the Zone3 collection, and then some.

“The Aeroforce-X represents another milestone 
in our company’s history,” said Zone3’s founder 
James Lock on launch. “We’ve combined our vast 
tri knowledge with Nopinz and Aerocoach, who are 
industry experts from the aerodynamic world, and 
countless hours of advanced research and 
development in our pursuit for perfection.” 

We’ve been using the suit since the start of 2020 
and Lock’s pursuit of tri perfection shows. It 

achieves that balance of being an aero suit that’s 
also comfortable. And the aero numbers add up.

Our wind-tunnel testing with Stephen Roche 
(thebiketailor.com) at the Silverstone Sports 
Engineering Hub showed that the suit was the 
fastest out of 10 tri-suit contenders at 45km/h 0° 
yaw angle, and marginally second only to Endura’s 
D2Z suit at 5° and 10°. Not bad for a suit that’s on its 
first, and not 37th, production version. 

What elevates the British-made suit (starting at 
£275) into landmark territory, however, is the 
custom options for athletes, with 3D body mapping 
to maximise both fit and aero gains. We caught up 
with Lock and Blake Pond of Nopinz to discuss the 
suit’s genesis, fabric experimentations and its 
under-the-radar use at the Tour de France…   
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“IN CYCLING, IF YOU CAN STAND COMFORTABLY IN A 
SKINSUIT THEN IT DOESN’T FIT. THAT’S NO GOOD IN TRI 
WHEN YOU’RE RUNNING A MARATHON AFTER CYCLING”

Clockwise from above left: the 
new Aeroforce-X underwent 
extensive velodrome and 
wind-tunnel testing; the new 
Aeroforce-X, with a sleeveless 
version expected later in 2021; 
an athlete undergoes 3D  
body mapping in the 
customisation process; 
close-up fabric details 

matt baird Take us back to the very start of the 
conception process for the Aeroforce-X. When was 
this and what sparked the idea?
james lock Matt, you actually asked me about five 
years ago [for the May 2015 issue of 220], ‘What do you 
see as the next steps in triathlon apparel and where will 
the latest innovations be found?’ I said the main thing 
was going to be around the aerodynamics. From that 
point onwards, we’ve been thinking about it while 
being busy developing other products. Every trade 
show we went to and every time we spoke to our 
suppliers and pro athletes, we discussed it and got their 
feedback. We wanted to call on Nopinz and AeroCoach 
as the aero experts to help us validate our thoughts.

MB Nopinz have created various innovative tri 
products and speedsuits for cycling. Why not go it 
alone with a tri-suit instead of working with Zone3?
Blake Pond We created a tri-suit in 2015 called the 
Trip Triathlon Suit as part of a range we developed with 
Aerocoach. We sold quite a few of these suits, but only 
really to triathletes that already knew our products 
from TT. From my experience, while there’s inevitably 
some crossover of products and tech from cycling and 
time trials to tri, largely triathletes shop a different set 
of brands to TT riders. Nopinz have become 
synonymous with TT, but we found the tri market hard 
to penetrate. We decided that collaboration with an 
already respected tri brand such as Zone3 would help 
Nopinz tech make its way into the tri mainstream. 

MB Were Nopinz set a strict brief at the start of the 
suit’s creation from Zone3?
Bp The collaboration started in April 2019. Zone3 set 
the brief; they wanted Nopinz to create them a super 
aero race suit. We agreed that the suit needed to 
perform well on a range of athletes (of different shapes 
and sizes) and also at a broad range of speeds. On top of 
this, we had to strike the balance of aerodynamics 
versus comfort and ergonomics. 

MB Nopinz are well known in the cycling world. 
How did the design process differ to creating 
products for cyclists?
BP In cycling, it’s considered that if you can stand 
comfortably in a skinsuit then it doesn’t fit. But that’s 
no good for tri when you might be running a marathon 
after six hours in the saddle. The collaboration came at 
a good time for Nopinz. We were already working on 
developing our new propriety fabric called Speedcalez 
for our new Flow range. As part of this, we were doing a 
huge amount of fabric testing.

MB Was there a particular type of triathlete you 
had in mind when designing? 
JL It was Ironman rather than the sprint-distance 
athletes. But we made the pad suitable so that it could 
be used on Olympic-distance races and also up to 
longer distances. It’s designed to fit comfortably, but 
also be as aero as possible. That’s a balance that  
you’ve got to find because it’s one thing to make a  
suit and test it as the most aero suit ever, but when  

you put it in race situations it doesn’t work. The 
aerodynamic benefits on the bike can’t hinder  
an athlete’s swim or run disciplines.

MB How is that achieved? Is that through testing, 
testing and testing in the real world?
BP That’s mostly the way to do it. Exhaustive 
swimming to make sure that there’s nothing holding 
back the performance in that element. The run is really 
comfort-based. Running with the zip up and the zip 
down, making sure there are no hotspots or anything 
that’s going to cause any disturbance or discomfort. 

MB How much did your background as a former 
Loughborough athlete come into the design? 
JL It comes into every product Zone3 make because I’m 
still the main tester for all of the products. I’m still 
keeping fit and I’m out there swimming, biking and 
running a lot. Since the age of 18 when I joined 
Loughborough and their high-performance squad up 
until now, it’s the same principles that are applied. The 
products that are made for the athlete, make the 
athlete improve their performance. But it’s now great 
to have something at the top end in our collection. It’s 
not necessarily about the colours or the looks with the 
Aeroforce-X; it’s purely about the performance.

MB Talk us through the development process. How 
were the fabrics chosen? 
JL Our first question was the shoulders and the neck. 
For that fabric selection, we tested about 25 different 
fabrics in the wind tunnel. Before getting the product 
anywhere near fitting, we just worked out what were 
going to be the most aerodynamic fabrics first. That 
showed us how fast each fabric could potentially be at 
different speeds. Once we decided on that, we then took 
our triathlon understanding and looked at the most 
breathable, lightweight fabrics for the chest with the 
full water-repellence. Then the more compressive 
materials for the legs and to give better coverage when 
in the aero position on the backside, as well as a mesh 
material on the back for breathability on the run.

MB How much did budget considerations come into 
play? Were things left on the cutting-room floor?
BP We weren’t constrained by budget at any stage, 
which was refreshing. I thought the suit should come in 
under £300, but that wasn’t specified by Zone3. We 
were both more interested in making sure there were 
no compromises. 

MB How important are the seam placements?
BP Very often you’ll see suppliers unnecessarily 
complicate patterns, usually that’s in an effort to have 
better fabric usage and more profit. You only want 
seams where they serve a purpose and textures where 
they improve your aerodynamics. 

MB Has the Aeroforce-X been ridden by pro cyclists?
BP Completely under the radar, we used Aeroforce-X 
fabric on [Polish time-trialist] Marcin Białobłocki’s 
suit and overshoes for his record 100-mile TT record  
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4:07MINS 
Time saved over 180km 

by AF-X over the slowest 
suit in our tests

of 3:13:37. We found a few watts of improvement with 
Marcin just swapping out some panels to the Aeroforce 
fabric. I can’t say which teams or riders, but we also 
used the Aeroforce-X fabric on some suits for the 2019 
Tour de France. Nopinz supply several World Tour teams 
and individual riders with products under white label, 
essentially making the suits on behalf of other brands.

MB We’ve tunnel-tested the suit and it topped our 
tests at 0° yaw angle and 45km/h. What did you 
learn from your tests?
BP Because of the prior knowledge from the other 
projects and the fabric knowledge from other testing, 
we didn’t have to visit the tunnel many times. We went 
to the Boardman Performance Centre with an initial 
sample, and the next time we visited was to do a 
comparison and validation testing against competitor 
suits. We also followed the same protocol in the 
velodrome with two visits.

MB Did you look at adding a NoPinz Speedpocket 
for race numbers into the Zone3 suit?
BP The speed pocket wasn’t discussed. I’d like it to have 
more success but we’ve found that with the rules so 
variable in triathlon as to when and where you’re 
allowed to wear your race numbers, not everyone 
would want the Speedpocket solution. If the race rules 
were standardised across all events, we could develop a 
solution. For now, though, our Nopinz Speedbelt is our 
triathlon solution, so we made the Aeroforce X suit with 
this product use in mind

MB Where can you see tri-suit tech heading next? 
BP Clothing is still an area where we can find large 
aerodynamic gains and the Aeroforce-X is a step-up 
and a fantastic market-topping suit. Ultimately, like 
everything new, technologies are continually being 
developed. I don’t think we’ll see any rapid 
accelerations in the next 24 months, but at Nopinz we 

already have our eye on the future, and we’re 
continually developing faster clothing technologies.

MB Is your mind already ticking over, thinking of 
changes for a sequel?  
JL The beauty of this suit is that it’s all manufactured 
in the UK, and the costing process can also be done in 
the UK. So, any individual or team can have the suit 
made in any colours, print, logo that they want. They 
can also have every athlete custom-fitted, so we’ve 
developed the core offering if you like. But, as it’s 
physically tailored to each person, it means it has that 
functionality and versatility to be its own suit. It’s 
self-serving. The only thing we’re going to change is 
making a sleeveless suit for short-course athletes and 
for those who don’t like sleeves. That’s the plan for 
2021/22. We’ll continue researching more materials, 
more fabrics, getting more feedback from athletes 
who are using it. As always, we try to constantly 
improve products as we go.  

25 
Number of fabrics 
tested in the wind 
tunnel by Zone3

45KM/H 
In 220 tests, the 

Aeroforce-X was the 
fastest tri-suit at 45km/h 

and 0° yaw angle

50% 
The amount of time a 
triathlete will roughly 

spend on the bike  
in a race 

4:07MINS 
Time saved on an Ironman 
bike leg riding in the Zone3 

compared to the slowest 
suit in 220’s aero tests

The Aeroforce-X 
impressed in 220’s 
wind-tunnel tests  

at Silverstone
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